Thirty Year Award

G998: Standard Chair. Made entirely of solid maple hardwoods and steam bent crown in a cherry finish. Features recognition plaque on the back of the chair with your name as provided by Yale University Human Resources. Some simple assembly required. Seat width 23”.

G999: Boston Rocker Chair. Made entirely of solid maple hardwoods and steam bent crown in a cherry finish. Features recognition plaque on the back of the chair with your name as provided by Yale University Human Resources. Some simple assembly required. Seat width 23”.

G50: Bulova Table Clock. The table clock features decorative carved wood, dual chime (plays Westminster or Whittington,) and German movement. Battery operated (batteries are not included.) The clock measures: 13.25”H X 9.5”W X 4”D.

G997: In lieu of selecting a traditional gift, you may choose to have a tree planted in your honor on Yale’s campus. Trees will be planted by Yale School of Forestry's Urban Resources Initiative. Yale groundskeepers will water and nurture the tree. Tree plantings are held in the fall and spring.

G465: Vivitar Sports Action DVR. The Vivitar Sports Action DVR is a Wi-Fi enabled compact digital video camera with an underwater housing and remote control. Captures 8.1MP still images, along with full HD 1080p video recording with 120-degree wide angle lens. Includes a lithium-ion battery.

Company Access Code: 9859

G473: Nolan Ryan Autographed Baseball and Case. Hall of Famer Nolan Ryan has hand signed and inscribed “HOF '99” this official Major League baseball. Includes Steiner Sports Certificate of Authenticity and single wood and glass baseball display case measuring 4.75”L X 4.75”W X 7”H.

G480: Magellan RoadMate GPS System. The system features 3D renderings of selected buildings and landmarks to provide a more realistic view of your surroundings. Features: free lifetime map updates, lifetime traffic alerts, portrait/landscape mode to adapt to your surroundings.

G482: Delonghi Pump Espresso Machine. Self-priming Pump Espresso Machine features a 15 bar pressure, adjustable and advanced cappuccino system; 37 oz. removable water tank; stainless steel boiler; 2 thermostats and double drip trays.
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G487: Howard Miller Copper Bay Oversized Gallery Wall Clock. This 29.5" in diameter oversized gallery wall clock features a significant metal case with an aged copper finish. Antique dial with worn black Roman numerals, worn black hands and glass crystal. Quartz, battery operated.

G488: Charbroil TRU-Infrared Turkey Fryer. With no hot cooking oil to use or dispose of, this fryer gives you a delicious, safe & simple alternative to fried turkey. The meat is always cooked evenly inside a double-wall cylindrical cooking chamber, powered by a fully enclosed propane tank.

G491: Huffy "Alpine" Men's Mountain Bike. Hard steel 26" frame is precision crafted for durability. Features Enzo twist gear shifting system; Alloy rims; Kolo Performance Combo I; Kolo 5200 suspension fork and 3-piece crank. Some assembly required. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

G489: Bose SoundTrue Ultra In-Ear Headphones. Delivers deep, rich sound across a wide frequency range. The sealed acoustic design comfortable immerses you in your music. The proprietary StayHear Ultra tips stay soft while giving you a secure fit. Easily switch between calls and music.

G492: Tumi Flip ID Lock Wallet. Made from soft, full-grain napa-leather, features interior with red stitch detailing, ballistic nylon spine, easy-access front card pockets and bill section; ID window and card slots. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock - technology incorporated that protects your cards from theft.

G493: Invicta Men's Watch. Men's "Pro Diver" two-tone bracelet watch with round black dial. Date display. second hand sweep, mineral crystal, unidirectional bezel, fold-over clasp with safety, luminous hands and markers. Automatic quartz movement and water resistant to 200m.
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G601: Maui Jim "Lighthouse" Sunglasses. Modern, minimalist style with ultra-lightweight comfort. The tortoise nylon frame has HCL Bronze lenses that feature Maui Jim's patented PolarizedPlus technology. Lighthouse is Maui Jim's lightest, most comfortable pair in the MJ.

G606: Gordon Ramsey "Maze" 32-Piece Set. World renowned chef Gordon Ramsey exemplifies performance and presentation that is epitomized by his Maze Dinnerware Collection. This stylish tableware is contemporary & stylish and durable for everyday use. Dishwasher & microwave safe.

G607: Altec Lansing Bluetooth Life Jacket Speaker. Features great sound, voice confirmation and an onboard mic for clear, hands-free communication. The rugged jacket is waterproof / dustproof / shockproof and it floats! With 16 hours of battery life and power bank capability, you can extend the life of your electronic devices.

G608: DeWalt 12V Drill Driver Kit. Compact, lightweight design fits into tight area. Two speed transmission for optimal speed and torque control. LED light provides visibility in dark areas. Belt hook included for portability. 3/8". Light and medium fastening and drilling.

G612: Samsonite SoLyte 20” Carry-On. Designed and engineered to deliver extreme lightness, combined with amazing strength thanks to its innovative design. Measures: 15"L X 8"W X 20"H. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

G615: Coleman Camping Package. The 9’ X 7’ 4-person tent makes camping easy. In about a minute you can have the whole tent set up or even taken down. Enjoy the extra weather protection that comes from the WeatherTec System and inverted seams. A classic LED lantern and a traditional lantern are included.

G616: Lladro Table Clock. Porcelain table clock with floral motif. Handcrafted in Spain. Measures 4.25" X 4".

G617: Marquis by Waterford Beverage Set. The set features a modern sparkle pattern that is characterized by brilliant crystal cuts, reminiscent of delicate starlight. The set includes 8-ice beverage and 8-over sized goblets.
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G618: Brother Compact Wireless Inkjet Printer. Print from nearly any mobile device over a wireless network and scan directly to popular cloud services. User friendly features include a 1.8" color display and automatic duplex printing. Convenient automatic document feeder accepts up to

G619: Stamina InMotion Compact Elliptical with Cords. Lightweight and portable. Pedal while you work seated at your desk to burn calories and tone legs. Use InMotion Compact Elliptical while standing or seated. Small enough to store in a closet. Great for cardiovascular workout.

G620: Wilson Men's Left Hand 3 Piece Golf Set. The Wilson Profile 3 piece set has long range utility clubs with low center of gravity for imprinted trajectory and greater distance. The set includes a driver, fairway wood and hybrid.

G621: Wilson Ladies' Right Hand 3 Piece Golf Set. The Wilson Profile 3 piece set has long range utility clubs with low center of gravity for imprinted trajectory and greater distance. The set includes a driver, fairway wood and hybrid.

G622: Wilson Men's Right Hand 3 Piece Golf Set. The Wilson Profile 3 piece set has long range utility clubs with low center of gravity for imprinted trajectory and greater distance. The set includes a driver, fairway wood and hybrid.

G623: Airspeed Unlimited Rewind Bagless Upright Vacuum. The vacuum features Airspeed Technology with wide tube that increases the amount of airflow for superior suction and cleaning; all-surface cleaning; automatic cord rewind; stair and upholstery brush; 12 Amps of power and

G624: Sony Digital Music and Photo Player with Headphones. Music, photos, radio all-in-one amazingly clean designed MP3 player. Built-in battery offers up to 35 hours of continuous audio playback. Features 16BG internal memory; alarm and timer functions and FM radio. Sony

G625: Juicy Couture Women's Watch. "Jetsetter" women's black silicone strap watch with reverse coordinating pattern. Gold plated case, round black and white striped dial, second hand sweep with pink accent, mineral crystal, pink crown and buckle clasp. Quartz movement and water
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G626: Tumi Weekender Duffel Bag. Unstructured and versatile. It offers a roomy interior with interior and exterior organizer pockets. Made from soft-but-tough ballistic nylon, this duffel has a removable shoulder strap.

G627: JBL On-Ear Headphone. Features Bluetooth 4.1 wireless connectivity. JBL Pro Audio Sound delivers a dynamic listening experience. The sculpted ear cushions allow comfort on your ears. Rechargeable battery offers 20 hours of performance. ShareMe 2.0 allows you to...

G628: G629: Women's Pearl Bracelet. Triple row cultured 5mm thick freshwater pearls bracelet with 14kt yellow gold stations and filigree box clasp. Bracelet measures 7” long.

G75: Angelique de Paris Bangle. From the “Veranda” collection, this luminous women’s black resin bangle bracelet (0.25” thick) in a scroll design is complimented by 10 white topaz (.20ctw.) stones set in sterling silver. The bangle bracelet is 7mm wide and 5mm thick.

G76: Diamond Bar Ring. Women's ring in 14kt yellow gold and sterling silver with diamonds (0.06ctw.). Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

G129: Cuisinart Soft Serve Ice Cream Maker. Fully automatic, just add ingredients and turn the dial. Makes 1.5-quarts of frozen dessert in 20 minutes.

G133: Women's Rope Chain Gold Bracelet. Finely crafted 10kt yellow gold two-row rope bracelet will surround your wrist with elegance. This bracelet has a lobster claw clasp. The bracelet is 7” long, 4mm wide, and 2mm thick.

G134: Women's Gold Bracelet. Striking balance of 10kt yellow and white gold. This flat braided wheat bracelet has a lobster claw clasp. This bracelet is 7” long, 4.5mm wide, and 2.5mm thick.
G135: Hoop Earrings. Interlocking hoop earrings produce a classic design in 14kt yellow gold with snap bar closure. Earrings have a 25.5mm hoop and 8mm posts.

G137: Bulova Wall Clock. The wall clock features a solid oak case with a California oak finish, metal dial and quartz battery operated chime (batteries are not included.) Plays the Westminster melody on the hour. The clock measures: 13.25"W X 26.25"H X 4.75"D.

G147: Onyx Men's Ring. Sterling silver men's ring with 14kt yellow gold accent, is highlighted by a frame of diamonds (.08ctw.). Available in ring sizes 7 to 13 in half size increments.

G164: Bulova Men's Watch. Men's two-tone stainless steel bracelet watch with round silver-tone patterned dial. Date display, second hand sweep, curved mineral crystal, fold-over clasp, luminous hands and markers. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter.

G165: Bulova Women's Watch. Women's two-tone stainless steel bracelet watch with round silver sunray dial. Date display, second hand sweep, domed mineral crystal, fold-over clasp, luminous hands and markers. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter.


G178: Women's Sterling Silver Diamond Bracelet. 27 diamonds (.50ctw.) add sparkle to this sterling silver bracelet. The bracelet is 7" in length.

G181: Blue Topaz and Diamond Ring. Cushion cut blue topaz (1.83ct.), set in 10kt white gold, is beautifully highlighted by 6 diamonds (.011ctw. each). Ring measures 21.15mm wide X 22.07mm long. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.
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G191: Amethyst Pendant. A 12mm faceted cushion cut amethyst is wrapped in 14kt yellow gold, surrounded in textured sterling silver and highlighted by diamonds (.05ctw.). This necklace delicately drops from an 18" long rolo chain.

G195: Blue Topaz Pendant. A stunning 6mm faceted blue topaz is the focal point in this 10kt white gold necklace that has a sparkle of diamond (.15ctw.) accents on an 18" cable chain. The pendant is 20mm long and 5mm thick.

G196: Tourneau Men's Watch. Men's stainless steel case and bracelet watch features a black dial, day/date indicator and Swiss quartz movement. Water resistant to 100 meters.

G209: Diamond Pendant. A stunning addition to your neckline. This bezel set 3.10mm diamond solitaire totaling 0.25ct., is set in sterling silver and comes on an 18" long cable chain. Pendant is 6.5mm long and 3.5mm thick.

G227: Worx Trivac All-in-One. The tool features blow/mulch/vac, 12amp motor, instant one-switch blow/vac conversion, variable air speed settings with a maximum speed of 210mph, high impact resistant impeller, angled nose for easier access under decks & shrubs, one hand operation,

G246: Hoop Earrings. A medium sized faceted 20mm hoop earring is a fashion statement, trendy and versatile with a subtle glimmering interest. Snap bar earrings are set in 14kt yellow gold.

G245: Spiga Bracelet. A striking balance of white and yellow, this classic Spiga design in bonded 14kt yellow gold over sterling silver features a large spring ring clasp. The bracelet is 7.5" in length and 4mm thick.

G287: Green Amethyst Earring. A simple setting to emphasize the gorgeous color of these 9mm green amethyst (5.15ct.) briolette earrings will compliment any life style. Faceted gemstones dangle from 14kt yellow gold lever backs. The earrings have a 27mm drop and 7mm posts.
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G329: Pearl Necklace. Timeless elegance for everyday beauty, this 17-inch strand of 8mm thick cultured freshwater pearls is subtle sophistication. Hand knotted along silken threads, this classic pearl strand with a 14kt yellow gold ball clasp is an essential element to your wardrobe.

G333: Nao by Lladro Figurine. "The Greatest Bond" figurine is hand crafted by artisans in Valencia Spain from fine porcelain. Stands approximately 7.1" high. 5.1"L X 7.5"W X 7.1"H.

G358: Shop Vac 12 Gallon 4.5 Peak HP Wet / Dry Vacuum. From the "Quiet Plus" Series, the vacuum features a rear blower port, on-board tool storage, 18' power cord, tank drain and 6.0 peak HP motor. Includes 7' X 1.25" friction fit hose, 3-extension wands, 10" wet dry nozzle,

G360: Aurora 8 Sheet Micro Cut Shredder. Has a shred capacity of 8 sheets of 20 lb. bond paper. Shreds credit cards, staples and paper clips. Features include: a ShredSafe advanced safety feature; power off upon forced entry; jam free feature; LED indicators:

G364: Tourneau Women's Watch. Women's black leather strap watch with gold plated case. Rectangular mother-of-pearl dial with Swarovski crystal accents, Arabic numeral hour markers, mineral crystal and buckle clasp. Swiss quartz movement and water resistant to 30
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G373: Fossil "Riley" Multifunction Stainless Steel Women's Watch. Riley style watch with 45-stone top-ring features a rose gold-tone finish and a textured rose dial. This Riley watch also features a multifunction movement. Water resistant to 10 ATM. Japanese Quartz movement.

G391: Fitness Bundle. The FitBit Flex wireless activity & sleep wristband tracks steps, distance, calories & active minutes as well as your sleep patterns & you can sync with your mobile device. The Intak Hydration Bottle features a meter monitors your daily water consumption, flip-top lid,

G396: iLive Bluetooth Sound Bar. Bluetooth, 47" sound bar with dual detachable 6" speakers. Features 2.4GHz wireless speakers, 35" main unit, built-in rechargeable battery, digital volume control, remote control, 3.5mm audio in, RCA audio adapter and RCA audio cable.
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G402: Maui Jim Ho'okipa Sport Sunglasses. Lightweight comfort for all day wear. Fits medium through large facial features. Flexible Grilamid nylon is durable and versatile. Case and cleaning cloth included.

G416: Solar Panel. Wafer thin, lightweight, and can mold to a curved surface. Made from high efficiency monocrystalline solar cells & strong enough to be walked on. Semi-flexible panels are weather, water & corrosion resistant. The panel can continuously recharge your 12V batteries.

G432: Wallace Regent "Bead" Flatware Set. The 65-piece stainless steel flatware set features 12 of each: place fork, salad fork, place spoon, tea spoon and place knife; 1 of each: table spoon, butter knife, sugar spoon, pierced table spoon and cold meat fork. Note: Approximate product.

G434: Vivitar "Bridge" Digital Camera. This 16.1MP HD digital camera let you get into the picture. Features a bright 3" color LCD screen, 15x optical zoom, and expansion SD memory card gives you the flexibility to expand the memory capacity. Editing software DC, USB cable, carrying case.

G433: Sferra Bristol Fringed Throw. This elegantly tailored throw blends pima cotton and alpaca in a soft, lustrous weave. It is light in weight, but the silken fleece of the alpaca makes it invitingly warm as well. Two quietly harmonious colors are interwoven in a flat basket weave pattern.

G443: Orvis Battenkill III Click-and-Pawl Fly Reel. For freshwater fishing. Four-position click-and-pawl drag system that's adjusted internally and is designed to work in tandem. Constructed with a narrow spool for less line stacking on retrieve & a larger spool diameter for higher line.

G459: Bushnell 18-36X50 Spotting Scope. Full size brightness and clarity in a streamlined package. The 18-36X50 pro-prism offers versatile magnification ranges for any application, while the multi-coated optics deliver awesome visual command during dawn or dusk.
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